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Abstract

[Excerpt] The expanding use of both personal and professional social media sites has resulted in its growing impact in the workplace. Recently, many examples have emerged where an individual’s use of social media for communicating frustrations or sharing personal information resulted in significant conflict between the individual and their employer. Employment actions arising from an employee’s social media use have become so contentious that a number of employers have been charged with unfair labor practices for overly broad social media policies or implementation of unfair policies. Following several important Board decisions the NLRB issued guidelines, identifying acceptable employer-initiated social media policies. As social media’s popularity will likely only continue to grow, it is important to understand how employer policies impact employees’ social media use and the potential invasion these policies may have on employees’ rights.

This article concludes that the NLRB’s issued guidance fails to adequately address social media concerns raised by employers and dilutes employees’ rights to communicate workplace concerns. This is because even though the guidance permits employer developed social media policies, the NLRB’s stance permits employers to monitor and analyze employees’ social media use and does not clarify when an employer can act on social media information.
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THE NLRB’S SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES A LOSE-LOSE: WHY THE NLRB’S STANCE ON SOCIAL MEDIA FAILS TO FULLY ADDRESS EMPLOYER’S CONCERNS AND DILUTES EMPLOYEE PROTECTIONS

Chris Schlag

Introduction
The expanding use of both personal and professional social media sites has resulted in its growing impact in the workplace. Recently, many examples have emerged where an individual’s use of social media for communicating frustrations or sharing personal information resulted in significant conflict between the individual and their employer. Employment actions arising from an employee’s social media use have become so contentious that a number of employers have been charged with unfair labor practices for overly broad social media policies or implementation of unfair policies.

Following several important Board decisions the NLRB issued guidelines, identifying acceptable employer-initiated social media policies. As social media’s popularity will likely only continue to grow, it is important to understand how employer policies impact employees’ social media use and the potential invasion these policies may have on employees’ rights.

This article concludes that the NLRB’s issued guidance fails to adequately address social media concerns raised by employers and dilutes employees’ rights to communicate workplace concerns. This is because even though the guidance permits employer developed social media policies, the NLRB’s stance permits employers to monitor and analyze employees’ social media use and does not clarify when an employer can act on social media information.

Social Media in the Workplace
The ubiquitous nature of social media permits it to be a technological tool for both employers and employees. Currently, 79% of Fortune 500 Companies use social media applications or corporate blogs to communicate with customers, stakeholders and the general online community. A 2007 study showed nearly 45% of employers regularly used questions about applicants’ use of social media activities as a method of screening potential job candidates. Another survey from 2011 revealed 44% of companies track employees’ use of social media both in and outside of the workplace.

With the average employee spending between one to two hours each day using the Internet for personal use, employees increasingly use social media at work or during company hours. A recent study revealed that over fifty percent of social media updates are performed using mobile devices during work hours. This same study showed that 15% of the social media updates made from mobile devices during work hours were actually from mobile devices provided by the individual’s employer. Visiting social media sites is such a popular activity that social media use is often more prevalent than checking personal email. With such extensive social media use during work hours and
with workplace equipment, it is not surprising that employers have become concerned about social media use and related issues such as content and productivity.

Unlike issues related to productivity, however, social media content is difficult to manage because employees can easily discuss workplace information. While comments about the employer or workplace related issues are typically made on an individual’s private social media page, potentially anyone can read these postings and the employer’s business may be subsequently impacted.

There are numerous examples of how social media has transformed the employment relationship such that comments made on social media about an employer may now factor into employment actions. Several recent examples include: the Philadelphia Eagles’ termination of a part-time employee for making critical remarks about the team’s management on Facebook; the Associated Press’ severe reprimand of a reporter who posted “disparaging remarks” about a fellow reporter; and a North Carolina School District’s suspension of a teacher who posted negative comments about her students.

As most employment relationships are governed by the doctrine of “employment-at-will,” actions resulting from social media use are generally viewed as acceptable. An employer’s use of social media content as the basis for an employment action, may however, be the basis of a claim for discrimination, retaliation, invasion of privacy, or other employment related claim. Furthermore, employees protected by an individual contractual relationship with the employer or by a collective bargaining agreement may have contractually established expectations of privacy in social media use that, if violated, may constitute a breach of contract by the employer or an unfair labor practice.

**Challenges to Employment Related Actions for Employees’ Use of Social Media**

Presently, no federal laws restrict or prohibit employers from monitoring or using social media activities as the basis for employment related decisions, unless those decisions involve discrimination, retaliation or some other protected form of communication. Only a handful of states have sought to define social media use within the employment relationship through proposed legislative protections. For example, Maryland, Michigan, Illinois, and California have enacted legislation that prevents employers from asking employees to provide social media information when applying for or during their employment. While these legislative enactments demonstrate a concern over social media’s use in the workplace, most states have not designed protection for employee statements on social media about employment related issues. Employees seeking to challenge employment decisions based on social media use often have only common-law rights of action because federal and state legislative protection remains limited. Therefore, employees primarily challenge employment decisions resulting from social media use through claims for breach of contract or grievances of unfair labor practices under a collective bargaining agreement (“CBA”), or NLRB hearing.

Collective bargaining units have historically ignored social media protection during negotiations with employers, because social media has only recently become ubiquitous in both the workplace and the home. Instead of addressing social media issues directly, most CBAs contain only the standard limitation that employees can only be terminated for “just cause.” Even when social media use is not defined within a CBA,
employees may still be protected if their social media use qualifies as protected activity under Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”).

Several social media policies and employment decisions have already been successfully challenged by the NLRB as unlawful under the NLRA because the policy explicitly prohibited or restricted employees from engaging in Section 7 activities. The NLRB’s defining decision on social media policies is embodied in Costco Wholesale Corp. In Costco Wholesale Corp., the employer’s social media policy broadly prohibited employees from posting damaging statements about the company on social networking sites. Though originally an administrative law judge had upheld the policy as lawful, on appeal, the NLRB Board disagreed, and struck down the policy. The Board reasoned that because a broad prohibition against any statements that could potentially damage the company or an individual’s reputation could encompass employees’ statements made in protest of Costco’s treatment of employees, an employee could infer they were not permitted to engage in protected activity. The NLRB therefore held that as employees could interpret Costco’s policy as prohibiting them from engaging in protected communications, Costco’s social media policy violated the NLRA.

The NLRB’s decision in Costco Wholesale Corp., demonstrates that while the NLRB recognizes an employer’s legitimate interest to preserve its image, protect confidential information, and manage good-will and customer relations, there must be a balance between the employers’ interest and the employees’ rights. Subsequent NLRB decisions also demonstrate that the NLRA protects those social media actions that are related to group activities or pertain to the terms and conditions of employment. The NLRA, however, will not protect social media activities when there is no group activity, the activity does not pertain to the conditions or terms of employment or the activity can be viewed as disloyal or disallowed behavior.

**The NLRB’s Issued Guidelines on Social Media Management**

To combat employers’ confusion over permissible employment decisions on employees’ social media activities, the NLRB issued specific social media guidelines via three consecutive Operations Management Memorandum. Reading the NLRB’s issued Memorandum together, employers can develop a fairly comprehensive understanding of the NLRB’s approach to social media issues and what employment actions resulting from social media use are permissible under the NLRA. All three Memorandum emphasize that all employers should very carefully and clearly construct social media policies regardless of whether they are unionized. The three Memoranda also highlight that social media issues are an enforcement priority for the NLRB.

The Memoranda demonstrate that, in most cases, the Acting General Counsel (AGC) of the NLRB continues to find challenged employer social media policies unlawfully broad under the NLRA, because employees could "reasonably construe" them as restricting an employees' rights to communicate with each other or third parties regarding wages, hours, and working conditions. In the AGC’s review of 20 social media policies, only 4 of the policies were found to be lawful. The low passage rate of employer developed social media policies demonstrates that employers struggle with creating social media policies that do not impinge upon an employees’ protected activities.
The AGC’s latest report contains the clearest guidance available to employers on permissible social media policies by requiring that an employer’s policy include the following elements: a clearly articulated need for the employer’s social media policy; explanation that employees are free to express their own views and opinions on social media but may be held responsible for those statements; concise and detailed definition of the types of information an employee is not permitted to disclose (i.e. confidential information or trade secrets); definition with specific examples of communication that will be prohibited under the company’s policy of anti-discrimination, harassment or bullying; and a clearly worded statement that the policy will not be applied in a way that restricts an employee’s use of social media to engage in protected activities.  

The Implications of the NLRB’s Social Media Policy

While the continual blurring of personal and professional identities from the disappearing boundaries between work and home frustrates the analysis of when an individual is engaging in protected activity, some specific employer policies are known to be unlawful. The guidelines make it exceedingly clear that social media policies will be found unlawful when they are overly broad, restrict all confidential information, restrict peaceful relations amongst staff (i.e. a policy which prohibits discussing work conditions either verbally or in an online format violates employees §7 rights), or broadly protect an employer’s image. Social media policies consistent with the NLRB’s guidelines allow for employees to openly discuss improving working conditions and actively participate in concerted activities on social media sites. The NLRB also allows social media policies to ban negative behavior such as harassment, discrimination, retaliation, and bullying.

The NLRA’s protection of “concerted activity” includes such activities as employee discussions about pay, work conditions, and safety concerns. This protection applies regardless of whether employees are organized under a CBA. Therefore, all employers must balance the prohibition of unwanted conduct and preventing undue restriction on protected activities. At a minimum, “concerted activity” must involve employees’ relations with their employers and constitute a labor dispute. Under the NLRA requirements for a labor dispute, there must be a controversy concerning terms, tenure, or conditions of employment.

Under the NLRB’s guidance, employers are equipped with a baseline structure for developing lawful social media policies, but still have no explicit test for determining what constitutes protected social media activity. Even if an employer has a strong and clearly defined social media policy, employees may not fully understand their right to utilize social media to discuss workplace issues. Employers may also be unable to determine when an employee’s disparaging remarks on social media are protected or when they may monitor social media use outside of the workplace; while the NLRB allows termination for inappropriate social media use, the full context for when social media use will be considered inappropriate has not been clearly defined. The NLRB’s guidelines also fail to adequately address employers’ main concern in managing social media activities, the disclosure of confidential or protected information, because broadly worded policies aimed at protecting this form of information have largely been interpreted to impinge employees’ §7 rights.
Adjusting the NLRB Policy to Ensure Employer’s Concerns are Addressed While Ensuring Employee Rights are not diminished

Although the NLRB explicitly recognizes employers’ interests in preserving confidential information and managing good will, reputation, and customer relations, current social media guidelines do not adequately balance the rights and interests of both employers and employees in social media use. For example, many employees do not feel their privacy rights and §7 rights are adequately protected, because the NLRB still permits employers to monitor and base employment related decisions on an employee’s social media activities. Similarly, because the NLRA does not protect an employee’s right to engage in speech that does not qualify as a concerted activity, many employees engaging in personal and presumed private social media activities are left unprotected.

The difference between an employees’ expectation and an employers’ expectation of protection with regard to social media use presents an example of the NLRB’s gaps in coverage. The gaps in coverage can be analyzed in three important contexts: political speech, speech related to work conditions, and speech intended to remain purely private.

Online comments, which are purely personal, such as personal opinions or individual rants, will less likely be protected. Viewing the factors critically, it is evident a subjective viewing and manipulation of these factors could result in a drastically different result in terms of protection. No matter what an individual intended to communicate, a small variation in any of these factors may lead to one individual’s communication being protected, but not another’s.

The last context of consideration is social media communication that is intended to remain private or shared with only a specific group of individuals. The NLRB does not explicitly provide protection for social media use that is intended to be private, because the NLRB assumes the employer has access to the employee’s social media information,
because either the information has been posted publically or the employer has been given permission to access such information. This assumption fails to address the tricky situation of when an employee posts information on social media that is only intended for a specific audience, or is intended to be private, but the employer nevertheless obtains access and acts on that information.  

**Conclusion**

Social media is a present, pervasive and complex issue in the workplace that will likely only continue to be used for workplace purposes, during company time, or with company owned equipment. As employers have a legitimate interest in controlling employees’ social media use for the purposes of limiting disclosure of company information and protecting the company image, social media policies will also likely continue to be the primary tool for social media. While the NLRB’s recent decisions and issued guidance provides clear direction for employers to develop social media policies, the NLRB’s stance fails to fully protect employees’ §7 and privacy rights. Employers may also find the NLRB’s guidance fails to fully address concerns over disclosure of confidential or private information, as the AGC and NLRB have determined broadly-worded policies will likely be found unlawful. The NLRB’s guidance offers the best available tool for employers to develop social media policies, but employers should continue to remain cognizant of employee expectations for privacy and changing employment laws to ensure their policies are not overly broad, unlawfully restrictive or intrusive.
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